T
he interpretation of lumbar spine MR images often has a great influence on diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of low back pain. 1 However, evidence-based guidelines recommend lumbar MR imaging only when "red flags" on clinical history or physical examination suggest that pain may be caused by certain systemic diseases (such as cancer) or when clinical indication criteria for surgery exist (such as irradiated pain lasting for Ͼ6 -12 weeks attributed to disk herniation) because correlation between clinical features and MR imaging findings helps to confirm the diagnosis and management. [2] [3] [4] One of the reasons for limiting MR imaging to such cases is that the interobserver agreement in the interpretation of lumbar MR imaging is, at best, only moderate. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Some studies may have overestimated the agreement because they analyzed only reports from 2 or 3 expert readers who were specialists in the area of lumbar MR imaging and worked in a single research setting, 6, 7, 11, 12 which may have led to a formal or informal agreement in their diagnostic criteria. Agreement, to be expected in routine clinical practice, may be better estimated by analyzing reports from a higher number of radiologists with no prior formal or informal consensus on diagnostic standards. 8, 9 It has been suggested that the use of ambiguous nomenclature may be a reason for this agreement being relatively low. 2, 12, 13 Two of the most commonly used nomenclature systems for degenerative disk disease are the CTF, endorsed by the American Society of Neuroradiology, among other societies, 14 and the Nordic. 15 , 16 The latter is based on previously existing terminology 7 and leads to only moderate interobserver agreement in the interpretation of lumbar MR imaging. 10 Although the agreement between experts participating in a clinical trial has been calculated for some of the items of the CTF, 12 the agreement derived from its use among community radiologists in conditions similar to routine clinical practice is currently unknown. Comparison of such agreement with that deriving from the use of the Nordic nomenclature has recently been recommended. 17 Our objective was to prospectively compare the reliability and diagnostic confidence in the interpretation of disk contour on lumbar 1.5T MR images deriving from the use of the CTF and Nordic nomenclatures.
Materials and Methods
This prospective study was approved by the institutional review boards of the participating hospitals.
Study Population
Five practicing general radiologists (E.A., A.E., H.S., G.A., I.G.), working in 3 general hospitals located in 2 different geographic regions, participated in this study. Their postresidency experience as radiologists ranged from 12 to 18 years, and their experience interpreting spine imaging ranged from 8 to 12 years. They were trained in different institutions without fellowships.
Two of the radiologists, working in hospitals in different cities, randomly selected images from 68 patients who had undergone 1.5T MR imaging for low back pain and/or sciatica. Exclusion criteria were the following: previous spine surgery, pregnancy, cauda equina syndrome, scoliosis with Ͼ15°curvature, vertebral fractures, inflammatory spondyloarthropathy, spinal infection, or tumor. Exclusions were the following: 7 patients for previous spine surgery, 5 for scoliosis, and 3 for metastatic cancer, leaving a total sample of 28 women and 25 men. The mean age for men and women was similar (46.3 Ϯ 13.7 years and 50.3 Ϯ 12.9 years, respectively; P ϭ .274). Images in this study were those used to assess agreement derived from the Nordic nomenclature.
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MR Imaging
All examinations were performed on two 1.5T MR imaging systems with a 6-channel phased-array spine coil. The diagnostic imaging protocol consisted of an MR study of the lumbar spine, standardized as shown in On-Line Table 1 without fat suppression. All images were unlabeled, for patient confidentiality and radiologist masking, as to data on sex and age, and were distributed to all radiologists participating in this study.
Variables
Radiologists reported their findings by using the Nordic and the CTF forms. 14, 16 All the variables were recorded separately for all the lumbar segments (from L1-L2 to L5-S1). Among the variables assessed on the Nordic form, those analyzed for this study were Schmorl nodes (yes/no) and disk contour (normal, bulging, protrusion [focal or broad-based], and hernia [extrusion or sequestration]). With the CTF form, the recorded variables were intravertebral herniation (yes/no) and disk contour (normal, symmetric bulging disk, focal-based herniation, broad-based herniation, and extrusion).
In addition, the degree of confidence of the reader with respect to the classification of each image was also gathered by using a 3-point scale.
14 Possible values for each diagnosis were "definite" (no doubt), "probable" (some doubt, but likelihood Ͼ50%), or "possible" (some reason to consider the diagnosis, but likelihood Ͻ50%). At the analysis stage, this scale was collapsed into 2 categories: "likely" (definite ϩ probable) versus "possible."
Assessments and Data Collection
All MR images were presented on compact discs created by using K-PACS imaging software, Version V0.9.5.3; (IMAGE Information Systems, Plauen, Germany). The types and numbers of display monitors used were not standardized among the readers. The 5 radiologists were unaware of any demographic and clinical features of the patients from whom the images had been taken. They were asked to report their findings independent of their opinion on the clinical relevance of those findings with closed-ended responses, by using the Nordic and CTF nomenclatures. Participating radiologists were untrained in both nomenclatures and were only provided with the definitions included in the CTF and Nordic forms, as shown in On-Line Table 2 . Otherwise, they were asked to act as they usually do in their routine clinical practice. No attempt was made to further define or standardize the meaning of each term or to homogenize the diagnostic criteria, and they received no instructions regarding the interpretation of images. They assessed the MR images alone and on their own.
They first assessed the MR images by using the Nordic form. To assess intraobserver reliability, the 5 radiologists were asked to reevaluate the same MR images with the same form, at least 14 days after the forms with their first interpretation had been collected.
Radiologists were unaware that the images they assessed at the second round were the same.
At least 6 months later, the same procedure was followed by using the CTF form. The radiologists were asked to assess the same set of MR images twice, with a minimum of 14 days' interval. Therefore, the same set of images was interpreted by each radiologist 4 times, twice with Nordic and twice with CTF. The images were presented in a different order each time, and radiologists had no access to their previous reports or to their colleagues' current or previous reports.
All reports were entered in the data base at a centralized coordination office. Entry of data was done independently by 2 administrative assistants, who double-checked that the data they were entering coincided with the information on the forms.
Data Analysis
Ratings from each observer were cross-tabulated, and intra-and interobserver agreements were measured by using the statistic. Two sets of analyses were done, each deriving from reports using the Nordic and the CTF nomenclatures, respectively. values were categorized as reflecting an almost perfect (0.81-1.00), substantial (0.61-0.80), moderate (0.41-0.60), fair (0.21-0.40), slight (0.00 -0.20), or poor (Ͻ0.00) agreement. 18 The statistic is influenced by the prevalence of the events, so that findings with very high or very low prevalence lead to very low values, even if the observer agreement is high. 18, 19 Therefore, at the design phase, it was decided that values would be calculated only for findings reported in Ͼ10% and in Ͻ90% of reports. Five radiologists interpreted 53 images (total, 265 reports). Hence, values were not calculated for findings identified in Յ27 or in Ն238 of those reports. The unit of analysis was imaging at each disk level. To make it possible to calculate the statistic, we dichotomized reports into only 2 categories ("normal" or "abnormal"). It was necessary to collapse some categories due to a prevalence of findings below 10%. As a result, it would have been inappropriate to use a weighted-approach, and a mean pair-wise comparison was undertaken. For disk contour, "normal" was considered to be a normal disk, and "abnormal," all the other findings (bulging, focal protrusion, broad-based protrusion, and extrusion, according to the CTF nomenclature, or bulging, protrusion, and extrusion, according to the Nordic nomenclature).
Findings at each level were listed, and those for which there was a prevalence between 10% and 90% were identified. Because there was a correlation between the findings at different vertebral levels on the same image, was calculated following the 2-step approximation described by Lipsitz et al. 20 This approximation essentially consists of estimating the expected and observed probabilities by means of logistic regression. In this case, the regression model included vertebral level, age, sex, and the interaction between age and sex. Generalized estimating equation models were used. 21 The structure was a self- 
Results
Most findings related to disk contour were found at the L4-L5 and L5-S1 levels, while most intravertebral herniations (Schmorl nodes) were reported at the L1-L2 and L2-L3 levels ( Table 1 ). The prevalence of findings varied depending on the nomenclature used ( Table 1 ). The prevalence of findings did not permit statistically sound comparisons in reproducibility at individualized levels, except at L4-L5 and L5-S1 levels. At these disks, the number of reports on abnormal findings on disk contour allowed exploring a different definition for normal, which included bulging as well.
With either of the 2 nomenclatures, intraobserver agreement was substantial for all findings. However, intraobserver agreement by using the Nordic nomenclature was only moderate when bulging was categorized as normal. The intraobserver agreement derived from the use of both nomenclatures was very similar for all findings, though values were slightly lower for the Nordic nomenclature ( Table 2) .
The mean intraobserver agreement of all reports (with both nomenclatures and all definitions for normality) was 0.674 (5th percentile, 95th percentile: 0.634, 0.738). Independent of the nomenclature used, the overall intraobserver agreement was very similar across radiologists (data not shown). The mean (5th percentile, 95th percentile: value for the radiologist with the lowest intraobserver agreement was 0.603 (0.438, 0.743); that for the radiologist with the highest agreement was 0.729 (0.672, 0.816). Both values fell in the "substantial" category.
Interobserver agreement was moderate in all findings for both nomenclatures, except for disk contour, in which bulging was categorized as normal and agreement was only fair. In this case, the range of agreement was wider by using the Nordic than the CTF nomenclature when categorization depended on whether bulging was considered normal ( Table 3 ). The interobserver agreement derived from the use of both nomenclatures was very similar, though values were consistently slightly lower for the Nordic nomenclature ( Table 4) . As for the diagnosis of extrusion, only 5% of scores were above 0.657 (by using the CTF nomenclature) or 0.673 (by using the Nordic nomenclature). The degree of radiologists' confidence in their own reports was higher when they used the Nordic than when they used the CTF nomenclature. When using the Nordic nomenclature the first time they assessed the images, they rated 96.2% of their findings on disk contour and 98.9% of those on Schmorl nodes as "likely." In the second round, these proportions rose to 97.4% and 99.6%, respectively. Corresponding proportions when using the CTF nomenclature were 73.2% and 91.7% in the first round, but they decreased to 63.4% and 74.3% in the second round.
Discussion
A previous study had assessed the agreement derived from the use of this nomenclature but only among a few experts interpreting MR images from a sample of patients selected among those included in a clinical trial.
14 To the authors' knowledge, the current study is the first to assess the reliability of the CTF nomenclature in a community setting, by using the conditions that are recommended for studies on agreement. 22 In the current study, values reflecting both intra-and interobserver agreement for intravertebral herniation and disk contour were slightly higher with the CTF than with the Nordic nomenclature. However, the category of interobserver agreement was the same regardless of the nomenclature used. This finding questions the clinical relevance of the differences found in the agreement between these nomenclatures.
Conversely, the radiologists' confidence in their own assessments was higher when they used the Nordic nomenclature. Moreover, the degree of confidence in their own diagnoses increased between the first and second assessment when they followed the Nordic nomenclature, while it decreased when they followed the CTF nomenclature. This might be related to participating radiologists' lack of confidence in assessing whether a protrusion reached 25% of the disk circumference which, according to the CTF nomenclature, determines whether it is focal or broad-based. The fact that the CTF nomenclature led to a higher prevalence of findings may also account for the decrease in radiologists' confidence. 23 In any case, it should be noted that diagnostic confidence is not a reliable measure of diagnostic accuracy. 24 A bulging disk at L4-L5 or, especially at L5-S1, can be the consequence of disk degeneration but is usually a clinically irrelevant normal variation. 2, 11, 25 In this study, both nomenclatures yielded better interobserver agreement when bulging of images classified by each radiologist as normal or abnormal using both nomenclatures and depending on whether  bulging was considered to be normal or abnormal (levels L4-L5 and L5-S1 was included in the "abnormal" category. In fact, the "bulging" category is the main reason for disagreement, 2,7 probably because radiologists use it as an escape option when in doubt. 26 Radiologists who participated in this study worked in different hospitals, did not have a fellowship, had not met previously to agree on diagnostic criteria, had not received any specific training with example case sets, did not use templates or on-line examples, and were unaware of patients' clinical features; and no effort was implemented to standardize nomenclature, apart from definitions included in the Nordic and CTF forms, as recently recommended. 22 In theory, all these features might have lowered interobserver agreement. 6, 16, 22, 27 However, previous studies conducted in different settings consistently reported agreement in the interpretation of lumbar MR imaging to be only moderate, even though radiologists were highly trained experts, templates were used, or radiologists tried to reach consensus in previous meetings. [6] [7] [8] 12, 26, 28 Moreover, the goal of this study was not to define measures to be taken to achieve the best possible interobserver agreement but to assess the reliability of the CTF nomenclature and to compare it with that of the Nordic nomenclature in conditions as close as possible to routine clinical practice.
Reports on disk contour abnormalities should be standardized, as far as possible. However, the fact that reports are standardized does not necessarily mean that they provide clinically relevant information. [2] [3] [4] 29 In fact, correlation between clinical and radiologic findings should always be prioritized. 2 Current recommendations for grading degenerative spine disease propose the use of scales with 3-5 grades, starting with the "not degenerated" state. 30 Both the CTF and the Nordic nomenclatures follow this recommendation. In general, it is assumed that diagnostic scales with more categories lead to lower agreement, higher sensitivity and specificity, and narrower CIs. 31 Nevertheless, in a previous study, the degree of interobserver agreement between 2 experienced readers decreased when they were forced to reduce the number of diagnostic categories from 3 (normal, bulge, herniation) to 2 (no herniation versus herniation). 7 This finding is consistent with results from the current study, in which only 2 categories were analyzed (normal versus abnormal), and interobserver agreement varied noticeably, depending on whether bulging was categorized as normal or abnormal.
The statistic is hampered by low and high prevalences. 19 For this reason, in this study, was calculated only for findings with a prevalence between 10% and 90%. The interpretation of values may be seen as challenging because there is not a clear threshold indicating when a value becomes inconsistent with high-quality clinical care. 18 Furthermore, it is difficult to compare values across studies in which categories or the prevalence of findings is different. Nevertheless, the value probably remains the best available method of measuring concordance, which is in addition to that explained by chance.
This study has some other limitations. Reasons for discrepancies were not analyzed. However, these discrepancies were not the goal of this study, and this approach has been shown not to resolve disagreement. 26 No attempt was made to evaluate reader consistency beyond the terminology of disk contour (ie, nerve root compression), and readers were not asked to situate those findings in the spinal canal or neural structures. However, this was not our objective of this study; and though such descriptions are a key component of any radiologic report, the best interobserver agreement on such features, from readers working at the same institution, yielded a score of 0.67. 11 The prevalence of findings did not permit statistically sound comparisons in reproducibility beyond the L4-L5 and L5-S1 levels. The need to collapse categories might have been reduced with a larger sample. However, this would only be possible if the prevalence of findings had been between 10% and 90%, which is difficult to guarantee in a clinical setting.
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Implications for Care
In clinical practice, although reports from the same radiologist are reasonably consistent, only moderate agreement among radiologists can realistically be expected in the interpretation of lumbar disk contour. The degree of agreement is similar regardless of the nomenclature used. Standardization of nomenclature increases self-confidence in reporting, but the correlation between clinical and radiologic findings should always be prioritized.
Conclusions
Results from this study show that in conditions that are as close as possible to clinical practice, the interobserver agreement in the interpretation of intervertebral herniation and disk contour on lumbar MR imaging is, at best, moderate, irrespective of whether the CTF or Nordic nomenclatures are used. The latter increases self-confidence in an individual observer's report but is less clear regarding the classification of disks as normal versus bulged.
